MORE THAN 1,771 SCHOLARS, ON DECK...
TOGETHER, WE CAN ENSURE ALL ARIZONA STUDENTS ARE PROPERLY EQUIPPED TO PARTICIPATE, EXPLORE, AND SUCCEED.

All Arizona students are on deck, ready to be explore, and equipped to succeed. That’s why the ASU Foundation is proud to support the ASU Talent Pipeline through ASU: Talent, Experience, and Opportunity. Together, we can ensure all Arizona students are properly equipped to participate, explore, and succeed.

ASU TALENT PIPELINE
"The Talent Pipeline is about building pathways to opportunity for all students in the Arizona area. With the help of our partners, we are creating opportunities for students to explore and participate in higher education, and we are also supporting the advancement of science, technology, engineering, and mathematics." - danh sé, ASU President

Thank you to our friends at EY for graciously printing this annual report!
1. NEW CLUB/TEAM
Public school clubs & teams register on supportmyclub.org.
Phoenix Union’s newest school is Phoenix Coding Academy, a Title 1 school in central Phoenix. Approximately 50 robotics students meet in the school’s makerspace, which is a workshop designed for all students to learn, create, and innovate.

2. ITEM REQUESTS
Clubs & teams request specific items and experiences they need to succeed.
"A power distribution panel will allow us to build a functioning electrical system for our competition robot. Sprockets will allow us to build our robot’s main lift system."

3. CUSTOMIZED PAGE OF REQUESTS
This is a convenient and direct way to fund education. We connect donors with items and experiences that speak to them. Students can easily share their customized link of requests with community members.
Gear box, encoders, roller chains, oh my!

4. GENEROUS DONOR
Search and filter by school, price, or interest area on supportmyclub.org. When you checkout, you receive a receipt for your 100% tax-deductible donation and the items are delivered directly to the school.
Jaime has a passion for computer coding and technology that encourages student curiosity, collaboration, critical thinking, engagement and relevance.

5. ROBOT CREATED
Items are in the hands of students quickly so they can get to work.
Python Robotics showed outstanding enthusiasm and grit throughout their six-week build season and made it through all qualifying matches of the FIRST Robotics Competition.

6. ROOKIE OF THE YEAR
Student dreams come to life.
Python Robotics won the Rookie All-Star Award and clinched the final spot for the Championships in Houston, TX.

7. GRATITUDE
Students express their gratitude by writing a thank you note to the donor.
"On behalf of the Python Robotics team, we thank you with all our hearts for your donation. It gives us hope that people such as yourself see small robotics teams and want to contribute to our success. While we may be young, we have dreams of bringing bright minds and big hearts together to better our education. With this donation you not only help us, but you help future students of Phoenix Coding Academy."

8. VOLUNTEER SERVICE
For every $100 of donations, students conduct 1 hour of community service.
Python robotics picked up trash in their school's baseball field to help out the cleaning crew because "they do so much for us."

9. STUDENT ENGAGEMENT
Well-equipped students are engaged on their path to graduation.
Students who participate in extracurricular activities have higher grade-point averages, better attendance records, lower dropout rates and fewer discipline problems.

10. STRONGER COMMUNITY
Building a stronger Arizona together.
Robotics clubs are preparing a more diverse future workforce for high-demand jobs within the technology sector.

Support My Club has been such a helpful resource, especially when we needed materials, accommodations and travel expenses for competitions. With a club such as robotics every aspect of it is an expense and resources are hard to come by, but Support My Club makes it a lot easier for new teams to participate, and levels the playing field.
- George Cardenas, Phoenix Coding Academy Robotics Coach

Follow Phoenix Coding Academy on their path to success!
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